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Refraction-based tomosynthesis: Proof of the concept
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Tomosynthesis is a well known technique for imaging a plane in a target by blurring other planes
in the target. Commonly, the tomosynthesis is based on the x-ray absorption contrast. Recently,
methods for generating other x-ray contrasts were developed. One of them, the so-called refraction
contrast, is extremely sensitive to soft tissues and small defects. It was used as the base for the
computed tomography. However, a very promising application of this contrast in the tomosynthesis
remains undeveloped. This letter is dedicated to this problem. It includes both theoretical
background and experimental implementation of the idea. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2819605兴
Tomosynthesis 共TS兲 is a three-dimensional 共3D兲 digital
technique that removes the effect of superimposed tissue.1
Although the fundamental idea of TS was proposed in the
1930s, it had been hampered for decades because no suitable
two-dimensional detectors existed. Nowadays, the TS is attracting more and more attention due to the recent development of the flat panel detector.2 This method involves the
acquisition of multiple images of an object from different
angles during a short scan. TS is similar to the computed
tomography 共CT兲,3 but unlike CT scans, which commonly
use 180° revolutions, TS uses a smaller, selected number of
angles producing section images which have superb spatial
resolution in the plane of the image, but less resolution in the
depth direction. The number of projections in the TS scan
can be down to a few tens, which is one to two orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the CT. Although the quality
of the TS images is inferior to the CT, the tomographic information is obtained with much smaller radiation dose. The
conventional TS is based on the absorption contrast. Interaction of the x-rays with a medium is determined by the complex refractive index n = 1 − ␦ + i␤, where ␤ describes the absorption while the phase-shift term ␦ incorporates the
refractive effects. The absorption-based x-ray imaging forms
images by use of the imaginary part ␤. However, soft tissues
which are of the main interest for the biomedical imaging
mostly consist of elements with low atomic number. Coefficient ␤ of these elements is usually so low in the hard x-ray
region that the absorption-based imaging cannot produce
enough contrast to differentiate various tissues, while the
phase-shift term ␦ can be as much as 1000 times greater.
Imaging techniques, which can visualize the phase-shift
term, were rapidly developing in the last years 共see Refs.
4–12 for example兲. They were followed by the applications
in the CT.13–17 Combining TS with the refraction-based ima兲
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aging will produce a tomographic imaging method with
an extremely low radiation dose and high sensitivity for
soft tissues, which can be directly applied in the medical
imaging.18 This letter describes imaging principle and proofof-concept experiment with the reference to the TS based on
the refraction contrast. It includes both theoretical consideration of the problem and experimental realization.
Refraction-based TS and CT reconstructions of two objects
are presented as well as their absorption-based analogs for
the comparison.
When an x-ray penetrates through an object it deflects
on the boundaries of different tissue types and inner inhomogeneities. The deflection angle of the x-ray beam out of a
certain plane 共called the plane of the beam hereafter兲 as it
penetrates through the subject is calculated as the integral
over the beam path with the elemental deflection in the
integrand13–15

⌬␣ =

冕

␦共r兲
ds,
S t

共1兲

with r ⬅ 共x , y兲 being the coordinate of the point in the plane
geometry, S is the integration path given by the straight line
along the beam, and axis t is perpendicular to the plane of the
beam. Typical deflection after the penetration is of the order
of 10−5,. . .,−7 radians for the hard x-ray since the value ␦共r兲 is
of the same order. In 1997, Chapman et al. presented diffraction enhanced imaging 共DEI兲 method10 which can visualize
such small deflections and extract the “pure refraction” component from the mixture of the absorptions, small-angle scattering and refraction contrasts. Then the refraction contrast is
used in the TS process.
One can note the similarity of Eq. 共1兲 to the equation
used for the absorption contrast 共see Ref. 3 for example兲
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FIG. 2. 共a兲 One example of the pure refraction contrast: the intensity is
proportional to the deflection angle with the middle-gray corresponding to
the zero deflection. TS reconstruction from 共b兲 5 and 共c兲 11 projections.
共d兲 CT reconstruction from 1800 projections.
FIG. 1. Principal schemes of shift-and-add 共a兲 and parallel beam 共b兲 TS.
共c兲 Parallel beam geometry.
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Here, I and I0 are the intensities of the x-ray beam before and
after the object, respectively. 共r兲 is the attenuation coefficient of the media. The difference between the equations for
the refraction 关Eq. 共1兲兴 and absorption 关Eq. 共2兲兴 is the integrand function and the left part of the equality while the
meaning is the same: “something experimentally measurable
is equal to the ray integral of something else to be reconstructed.” This allows adoption of the previously developed
TS methods for the refraction contrast. We started with the
easiest shift-and-add method2 modifying it with respect to
the geometry of the synchrotron beam and that of the refraction contrast. First of these modifications comes from the
fact that the original shift-and-add algorithm was developed
for the x-ray point-source geometry depicted in Fig. 1共a兲,
while the refraction contrast requires the highly parallel x-ray
beam 关see Fig. 1共b兲兴, which is currently available only from
the synchrotron sources. This limits the choice of possible
TS geometries to the case of the complete isocentric angle
variation. As it is depicted in Fig. 1共c兲, the projection of the
共x , y兲 point inside the object to the t axis 共which corresponds
to the detector兲 is given by t = x cos ⌰ − y sin ⌰, where ⌰ is
the rotation angle of the object. A TS image of the focal
plane with coordinate y 关dotted line in Fig. 1共c兲兴 is the average of all projection images,
M

Iy共t兲 =

1
兺 I共x cos ⌰m − y sin ⌰m兲.
M m=1

共3兲

Here, M is the total number of projections and ⌰m is the
rotation angle of the mth projection. In the above equation,

member y sin ⌰m represents the shift which must be imposed
on the image. The first member x cos ⌰m shows that the image must be shrinked before adding it. Therefore, the parallel
geometry leads to the “shrink-shift-and-add” method instead
of the “shift-and-add” used in the point-source geometry.
The second peculiarity of our method comes from the nature
of the refraction contrast. Equation 共1兲 shows that the reconstructed function represents the gradient ␦共r兲 / t, while
most users would prefer the results representing the real
physical value ␦共r兲. In order to convert the gradient to the
field, we need to perform the integration of the Iy共t兲 over the
horizontal line. In practice, the integration takes the form of
the summation over the pixels in each line.
We performed the experiment to illustrate the theoretical
approach described above. We used the vertical wiggler
beamline BL14B at the Photon Factory, KEK, Japan. The
experimental setup was designed in accordance with the DEI
method.10 Both crystals used Si共220兲 diffraction type and
monochromator had asymmetry angle 9.5°, while the analyzer was symmetrically cut. The photon energy was set to
17.5 keV. The images taken on each side of the rocking
curve were processed using the nonlinear extension of the
original DEI 共Ref. 2兲 共this extension considers the rocking
curve of the analyzer as is intead of its linear approximation
used in the original DEI兲. For these pilot experiments, we
used a testing sample consisting of the nylon balls stored in
oil. The size of the balls was 1.0 mm and the holder, a plastic
pipe, had a 5 mm in diameter. One example of the pure
refraction contrast is depicted in Fig. 2共a兲. The series of similar images taken at different rotations compose the set of TS
projections. In all our experiments, we used 4° rotation step,
which is the usual number for the mammography TS.1,18 The
first reconstruction was performed from five projections
varying ⌰ within 16° arc. Reconstruction of one focal plane

FIG. 3. Reconstruction of one plane of the breast cancer sample using 共a兲 refraction TS, 共b兲 refraction CT, 共c兲 absorption TS, and 共d兲 absorption CT. The color
levels in the absorption images 关共c兲 and 共d兲兴 were adjusted to enhance the contrast. Otherwise the contrast modulation would not exceed 7%. The white arrows
on the figures denotes the visible calcifications.
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inside the object is presented in Fig. 2共b兲. Comparing it to
the initial refraction image we can note that the objects outside the focal plane are blurred and less intense while still
visible as the shadows. Also, the gradient-to-field transformation made the contrast more realistic comparing to the
moonlike refraction image in Fig. 2共a兲. In the second reconstruction, we used 11 projections with rotation arc 40°. The
reconstruction of the same focal plane is depicted in Fig.
2共c兲. In this image, the out-of-plane objects manifest themselves only as the fringes, while the shadows found in previous reconstruction disappeared. Increasing the number of
projections and the rotation arc may improve both spatial
resolution and contrast modulation. We have also performed
the refraction-based CT 共see Ref. 16 for more details兲 of the
same sample under the same experimental conditions. The
number of CT projections was 1800. The CT reconstruction
of the same focal plane can be found in Fig. 2共d兲. Of course,
it looks more preferable comparing to the TS images because
the fringes disappeared completely, the edges of the in-plane
objects are very sharp, and the contrast modulation is higher.
However, it is necessary to remember that the CT reconstruction requires at least one order larger data set, which makes
the acquisition time and the radiation dose proportionally
larger.
Another sample tested in the experiment was the real
breast tissue containing cancer parts. The sample had semicylindrical shape of approximately 3 mm in diameter. The
images of this sample were taken under the same experimental conditions. This sample has more complex structure and
therefore we used 21 projections for the TS process. The
acquisition arc was 80°. The result of the TS reconstruction
is depicted in Fig. 3共a兲 together with the reference image
obtained via the refraction-based CT in Fig. 3共b兲. The images
show that the TS reconstruction could reveal almost all of the
details available in the CT image. Although some parts are
blurred and unclear in the TS image, the overall representation of the sample is realistic and reliable. Of course, the CT
image is superior to the TS but the latter one is well enough
to judge about the object’s inner structure. Images in Fig.
3共c兲 and 3共d兲 represent the conventional absorption TS and
CT reconstruction of the same sample. The absorption-based
data acquisition was performed at the same experimental system but the analyzing crystal was removed and the changecoupled device camera was placed in the beam right after the
object. One can note that the resulting images dramatically
differ from the one obtained using the refraction contrast.
Although calcium parts 共denoted by arrows on the figures兲 as

well as the cancer cell 共large white spot at the bottom兲 are
well observed in both types of contrast, other details of the
inner structure are much less informative in the absorption
images.
Concluding the above material, we can state that we
have implemented the refraction-based TS. The realistic reconstruction of the object proved the expectations and encourages further development. The method looks very promising to material science and medicine due to the high
sensitivity to the soft tissue contrast and the extremely low
radiation dose.
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